
2011 MAX FLOW VALVE USE AND CARE

INFLATING YOUR KITE WITH MAX FLOW

The future is now, and this future is inflated quicker and easier by the LF Max Flow Valve. Imagine a kite that inflates in 40% less time, getting 
you to the water faster and leaving your friends still pumping on the beach.  The LF Max Flow valve can bring it, and only the full range of LF 
kites has it! This new one way high airflow valve mixed with our completely redesigned, gauge-equipped pump will change your life. Once you 
go Max Flow, you never go back!

Hereʼs a couple simple steps to use the maximum performance and ensure longevity of your LF Max Flow Valve.

DEFLATING YOUR KITE WITH MAX FLOW

Push inside with gentle force the LF 
dedicated wide nozzle include with 
the LF pump, when the nozzle is 
secured inside, start pumping until 
you reach 6 to 8 PSI of pressure (to 
the riderʼs choice). ** Please note, do 
not push the valve from the bottom, 
this could damage your bladder

GOOD CARE AND LUBING THE SHAFT OF THE PUMP IS MANDATORY

When you have reached 6 to 8 PSI, 
slowly remove the pump nozzle, the 
inside RED FLAP one way wall will fall 
into place preventing the air from 
escaping. If for any reason there 
would be a small airflow noise, 
quickly push down the RED FLAP wall 
and release, it will then fall back into 
is dedicated location.

Lightly close the top cap after 
inflation, DO NOT over rotate the top 
cap, this would make it hard to open 
again and it could twist the bladder 
around the valve. Keep in mind that 
the RED FLAP one way wall is there to 
keep the air inside the bladder, and 
the top cap is only there to prevent 
sand or water to enter the valve.

VERY IMPORTANT, before you plug 
the nozzle into the Max Flow valve for 
inflation, make sure the INSIDE RED 
FLAP is unlocked from the inside of 
the valve and set itʼs upper position.  
This will make inflation easier and 
prevent any wear and tear of the RED 
FLAP when removing the nozzle after 
inflation of the kite.

Push slitly the inside RED FLAP one 
way wall towards the inside of the 
valve using 1 finger. This will let some 
of the air out.

When 25-50% of the air is out of the 
kite, you will be able to push down 
completely the RED FLAP one way 
wall, and lock and secure it open it 
inside the hole, this will open wide the 
flow of the valve to ensure all the air 
exits the bladder. If the RED FLAP wall 
close back, push it back down further 
to lock it in OPEN POSITION.

When your kite is rolled and ready to 
put in the bag, we suggest you close 
lightly the valve CAP to prevent any 
sand or undesirable objects to enter 
your bladder.

To deflate your kite using the LF MAX 
Inflation System, gently twist open 
the top cap of the valve. At this point 
the air is still locked inside the LE.

Since the Max Flow Inflation System gives kiteboarders a way to inflate their kite quicker 
and faster, at the same time putting more stress and friction on the kite pump.  It is 
mandatory to keep your Max Flow LF pump well lubed, specially in warm temperatures.  
When ever you feel the shaft of the pump is getting noisy and sticky, itʼs time to LUBE!  

Use any silicone based lubricant or marine lubricant.  Apply evenly to the entire pump 
shaft.  This will keep you Max Flow inflation pump performing to the highest level giving 
you more time and energy on the water.

MAX FLOW!!!

exemple of lubricant

VERY IMPORTANT


